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MUSIC MEETS MAGIC AT ORANJEWOUD FESTIVAL 2020
From sunrise to late into the night, the varied Parklandschap Oranjewoud will be the setting for the ninth edition of
Oranjewoud Festival. The programme offers a scintillating smorgasbord of music, from grandiose and stirring to
intimate and contained, from classical to adventurous, performed by top musicians from all corners of the world.
Music meets magic. This year, too, there are new segments, especially developed for the festival, of which the maxi
living room concert and talk show ‘The Salon’ combo and postapocalyptic performance ‘Splendid Isolation’ are the
most unusual. Oranjewoud Festival takes place on Friday 29 May until Monday 1 June.
The festival opens with a swinging performance by famous British vocal group The Swingles. For those of you who like
a challenge, there is End & Beginning with the concertante world premiere of a new piece by Alexander Raskatov for
eight basses, percussion and piano. Also daring are the cross-genre remake of Beyoncé’s LEMONADE by string quintet
Wooden Elephant, and Pelgrim, a musical and holistic walking concert to the De Belvédère viewing tower.
For classical music purists, there are plenty of concerts with top ensembles such as Quatuor Debussy or the
Sitkovetsky Trio. Beethoven will be honoured through a variety of concerts, with violinist Noa Wildschut and
Norwegian septet Boyes Caféorkester partying it up with Beethoven Party, for instance, and Thomas Beijer
performing sonatas by the maestro. The final concert will be given by Viennese ensemble The Erlkings. Last year, they
were the surprise of the festival with their outrageous Schubert performance. This year, they are back with The
Erlkings Do Schumann.
Oranjewoud Label: conceived and created with Oranjewoud Festival
With its many unique places, the parkland not only inspires artistic director Yoram Ish-Hurwitz, but also many other
artists, producers and musicians. The developing of new location-specific programmes is one of the spearheads of the
festival, such as The Night of the Park and the Sunrise Concert. One of the more unusual new productions is The
Salon, a maxi living room concert and talk show in one, brought to you by violinist Rosanne Philippens and radio
producer Pieter van der Wielen. The core ensemble is made up of the Dudok Quartet and Rosanne, and joining them
are a few of Rosanne’s musician friends. In between performances, Pieter chats to prominent guests such as author
Geert Mak, psychiatrist and philosopher Damiaan Denys, and violin teacher Vera Beths.
Another eye-catching production is Splendid Isolation, a postapocalyptic installation in an underground Cold War
bunker, into which a number of festival musicians will descend to perform Bach. The concept is the brainchild of
Berlin-based Spanish cellist and performer David Fernández.
Rabo Kinderproeftuin.
In 2019, Oranjewoud Festival launched De Kinderproeftuin, a festival in its own right for primary age children as a
fully-fledged part of the main festival. Following the success of this first edition, the children’s festival returns in 2020
under the name of Rabo Kinderproeftuin. It invites young visitors to discover a wonderful world of art, games and
above all, lots of music. There are amazing family exhibitions to explore in the stages Hut op Kippenpoten and
Bagatel. In OperaXpress, the children get to create and perform an actual mini-opera together. And, new segment
Music Factory lets them have a go at being instrument makers, composers and concert musicians all rolled into one.
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